TRIP-NO-MORE™ CORD COVER

Step-by-Step Guide

For best results, follow these step-by-step instructions when using the Trip-No-More cord cover.

1 Use product within one year
of receipt.

2 Floor should be clean and
dry before covering cords with
the Trip-No-More cord cover.

3 If possible, wait until equipment
has been moved into final position
for the surgical case before placing
Trip-No-More over cords.

4 Apply pressure to outer
edges to firmly adhere product
to floor.

If adhesive strips on underside
of the Trip-No-More can’t be
firmly adhered on both sides of
the cords, use a Trip-No-More
cord cover with a larger cord
channel (see Table 1 below).

Make sure the cords being
covered are not underneath the
adhesive strips on the underside
of the product. Cords should be
placed within the cord channel
as shown and not underneath
the adhesive strips.

If the associated equipment
is being moved during the case,
firmly re-adhere cover to the
floor by applying pressure to
the outer edges, or use a new
Trip-No-More cover as needed.

Replace the Trip-No-More
cover after each surgical
case or during the procedure
anytime it becomes loose
around the edges due to excess
moisture.
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TRIP-NO-MORE CORD COVER SIZES
The optimal size will depend on
the diameter of the cords being
covered (select the appropriate
channel width) and the total
floor area you wish to protect
(select the appropriate full cover
size). Please see Table 1 for
available options. Trip-No-More
cord covers can be combined to
customize total surface area as
needed.

Table 1: Size Comparison Chart

TRIP-NO-MORE CORD FULL COVER SIZE
8” x 24”
8” x 36”
8” x 125’
8” x 24” (glow in the dark)
8” x 36” (glow in the dark)
10” x 24”
10” x 36”
12” x 24”
12” x 36”
12” x 100’

CORD CHANNEL WIDTH
6”
6”
6”
6”
6”
8”
8”
10”
10”
10”
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